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ALEPH ALEX NOAH GOODSTEIN
ASPIRING TO BE YOUR 63RD REGIONAL GODOL
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Chazak AZA #2300

New Frontier AZA #1512

Nassau Suffolk Region #19 International Order

Outside BBYO

“There's a lot of us out here
that are birds, man. We all

need to just fly.”
– Travis Scott

Godol
Mazkir
Spearheaded chapter
rebuild
Nearly tripled membership
Increased convention
attendance drastically

ILTC 2019
Kallah 2019
CLTC 8 2018
IC 2019/20
IC Steering 2019/20
ILN ISF Commitee 2019/20

Programming
committee
Honorary Kohane
Godol
Dedicatedand active
member in good
standing

President of high school  
mock trial team
IB diploma candidate 
Varsity & AA travel
hockey
Frequent volunteer in
the community

ISF committee 2019/20
All conventions since

Spring 2017
AIT/MIT '17 '19* '20*

Execs 2018
RLTI '17 '18 '19

Emerging leaders  '17 '18
Attended almost all

regional events
 

 
*Denotes steered
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THE GAME PLAN

My brother Alephs,
Our region is one of the biggest and best in the order. We are a powerhouse, and the entire order knows it.
However, sometimes we let our power get to our heads, and it spoils the strong brotherhood we have. I want
to change this, and use our strengths to enrich the BBYO experience for all Alephs in NSR. I know that we have
the potential to take our region to new heights. I know our leadership is strong.  So what’s holding us back?
Let’s make the changes we need to fly to new heights. NSR, allow me to spread our wings, and take us there.        
Fraternally submitted with undying love for the Grand Order of the Aleph Zadik Aleph, Nassau Suffolk
Region #19, Chazak AZA #2300 and my heart and home New Frontier AZA #1512. I forever remain, Aleph
Alex Noah Goodstein, One damn proud candidate for your 63rd Regional Aleph Godol.

“Never too many.
Never too strong.

Always AZA!”

The Chapter The Region The World1. 2. 3.
Strengthen communication
with chapter counterparts
and boards as a whole
Establish a "checks and
balances" system for
chapters and board
members to make sure all
are contributing to max
potential
Establish chapter support
networks to share successes
and failures for better growth

Shift focus towards all chapters
not just those that are thriving
Promote better
interconnectivity among all
chapters while still preserving
individual identities
Allow for greater chapter input
in regional business
Gain better overall knowledge
of AZA at home and abroad

Create a wider spectrum
of influence in our
region from others
around the globe
Promote greater
involvement
internationally such as
summer programs,
ambassadors, ILN, etc.


